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Title goes here 

(�[V\JOIHJR�VJJ\YZ��ZLL�HIV]L��PM�[OL�
ball lands inside your opponent’s half 
but then bounces out of his half before 
coming to rest, even if an opposing 
player tried and failed to catch it.

Starting the match

Once the kick-off has been resolved 
and the ball has come to rest or been 
caught, the match begins.

Kick-Off Table

2D6 Result

2
Get the ref!:�,HJO�JVHJO�YLJLP]LZ����MYLL�IYPIL�[V�\ZL�K\YPUN�[OL�TH[JO��L_HJ[S`�HZ�PM�[OL`�OHK�

W\YJOHZLK�[OL�IYPIL�HZ�HU�PUK\JLTLU[��W� ���

3

Riot:�0M�[OL�YLJLP]PUN�[LHT»Z�[\YU�THYRLY�PZ�VU�[\YU����TV]L�IV[O�[\YU�THYRLYZ�VUL�ZWHJL�IHJR�
along the turn track. If the receiving team has not yet had a team turn in this half, move both turn 
THYRLYZ�VUL�ZWHJL�MVY^HYK�HSVUN�[OL�[\YU�[YHJR��6[OLY^PZL��YVSS��+���0M�`V\�YVSS������TV]L�IV[O�

turn markers one space forward. If you roll 4+, move both turn markers one space back.

4
Perfect defence: The kicking team’s coach may set up his players again, following all the normal 

Y\SLZ�MVY�ZL[\W��W�����

�

High kick:�6UL�WSH`LY�VU�[OL�YLJLP]PUN�[LHT�^OV�PZ�UV[�PU�HU�VWWVULU[»Z�[HJRSL�aVUL��W�����TH`�
IL�TV]LK�[V�[OL�ZX\HYL�^OLYL�[OL�IHSS�OHZ�ILLU�WSHJLK��HZ�SVUN�HZ�[OL�ZX\HYL�PZ�\UVJJ\WPLK��
When the ball lands, that player must then attempt to catch the ball. This catch attempt takes 
WSHJL�V\[�VM�[OL�UVYTHS�[\YU�ZLX\LUJL��HUK�ZV�P[�KVLZ�UV[�JV\U[�HZ�HU�HJ[PVU��UVY�JHU�H�MHPS\YL�

cause a turnover. After resolving the catch attempt, start the match.

6
Cheering fans:�,HJO�JVHJO�YVSSZ��+��HUK�HKKZ�[OLPY�-(4,��W� ���WS\Z�[OLPY�U\TILY�VM�

cheerleaders. The highest scorer gains an extra team re-roll for this half only. If the scores are 
LX\HS��IV[O�[LHTZ�NHPU�H�[LHT�YL�YVSS�

�
Changing weather:�9VSS�HNHPU�VU�[OL�>LH[OLY�;HISL��W�����;OL�JOHUNL�VM�^LH[OLY�OHWWLUZ�

immediately and lasts for the rest of the match, or until this result is rolled again. If you roll ‘Nice’, 
[OLU�H�NLU[SL�N\Z[�VM�^PUK�THRLZ�[OL�IHSS�ZJH[[LY�VUL�L_[YH�ZX\HYL�ILMVYL�P[�SHUKZ�HM[LY�[OL�RPJR�VMM�

�
Brilliant coaching:�,HJO�JVHJO�YVSSZ��+��HUK�HKKZ�[OLPY�-(4,��W� ���WS\Z�[OLPY�U\TILY�VM�HZZPZ[HU[�
JVHJOLZ��;OL�OPNOLZ[�ZJVYLY�NHPUZ�HU�L_[YH�[LHT�YL�YVSS�MVY�[OPZ�OHSM�VUS �̀�0M�[OL�ZJVYLZ�HYL�LX\HS��

both teams gain a team re-roll.

9
Quick snap!:�,HJO�YLJLP]PUN�WSH`LY�TH`�THRL�H�MYLL�TV]L�VM�VUL�ZX\HYL��PNUVYPUN�[HJRSL�aVULZ��
;OPZ�TV]L�[HRLZ�WSHJL�V\[�VM�[OL�UVYTHS�[\YU�ZLX\LUJL�HUK�TH`�IL�\ZLK�[V�LU[LY�[OL�VWWVZPUN�

OHSM�VM�[OL�ÄLSK�

��

Blitz!: The kicking team receives a free bonus team turn before the ball lands. Team re-rolls may 
be used, special play cards may be played, and the normal turnover rules apply, but only players 
who are not in an opposing tackle zone at the start of the free team turn may perform an action in 

it. Do not move the turn counter along in this team turn.

��
Throw a rock:�,HJO�JVHJO�YVSSZ��+��HUK�HKKZ�[OLPY�-(4,��W� ���;OL�SV^LZ[�ZJVYPUN�JVHJO»Z�[LHT�PZ�
HMMLJ[LK"�PM�[OL�ZJVYLZ�HYL�[PLK��IV[O�[LHTZ�HYL�HMMLJ[LK��7PJR�VUL�YHUKVT�WSH`LY�VU�[OL�ÄLSK�MYVT�
[OL�HMMLJ[LK�[LHT�HUK�YVSS�VU�[OL�0UQ\Y`�;HISL��W�����MVY�[OH[�WSH`LY��UV�HYTV\Y�YVSS�PZ�YLX\PYLK��

��
Pitch invasion:�9VSS��+��PU�[\YU�MVY�LHJO�WSH`LY�VU�[OL�ÄLSK��HKKPUN�[OL�-(4,�VM�[OL�VWWVZPUN�
[LHT��W� ���(U`�ZJVYL�VM���VY�TVYL�JH\ZLZ�[OL�WSH`LY�[V�IL�Z[\UULK��W������9LNHYKSLZZ�VM�-(4,��H�

UH[\YHS�YVSS�VM���OHZ�UV�LMMLJ[�

After both teams have set 

up, the kick-off takes 

place and then the match 

begins.

Kick-off sequence

To resolve the kick-off, follow the 
ZLX\LUJL�ILSV^!

1 7SHJL�[OL�IHSS�VU�[OL�ÄLSK�

2 Determine scatter.

3 Roll on the Kick-Off Table and 
immediately resolve the results.

4 Determine bounce.

5 :[HY[�[OL�TH[JO�

7SHJPUN�[OL�IHSS�VU�[OL�ÄLSK

The coach of the kicking team places 
[OL�IHSS�PU�HU`�ZX\HYL�PU�[OL�VWWVULU[»Z�
OHSM�VM�[OL�ÄLSK��PUJS\KPUN�[OL�LUK�aVUL�
if he likes. Note that, at this point, the 
IHSS�OHZ�UV[�`L[�SHUKLK��;OL�ZX\HYL�
where it is placed simply represents the 
ZX\HYL�[HYNL[LK�I`�[OL�RPJRPUN�[LHT�

Determining scatter

Kicks are very inaccurate. To represent 
this, place the scatter template over the 
IHSS��VYPLU[LK�HU`�^H`�`V\�JOVVZL���
VY�JVUZ\S[�[OL�:JH[[LY�+PHNYHT��9VSS�
�+��[V�KL[LYTPUL�[OL�KPYLJ[PVU�VM�
ZJH[[LY��HUK�YVSS��+��[V�KL[LYTPUL�OV^�
THU`�ZX\HYLZ�[OL�IHSS�ZJH[[LYZ�PU�[OH[�
direction. Move the ball appropriately. 
;OL�YLZ\S[PUN�ZX\HYL�PZ�^OLYL�[OL�IHSS�

will land after the result on the Kick- Off 
Table has been resolved.

If the kick is so inaccurate that it scatters 
YPNO[�VMM�[OL�ÄLSK�VY�PU[V�`V\Y�V^U�OHSM��
your opponent receives a ‘touchback’ 
and may give the ball to any of his 
Z[HUKPUN�WSH`LYZ�VU�[OL�ÄLSK��0M�`V\Y�
opponent receives a touchback but has 
no standing players (perhaps after a 
‘pitch invasion’ result on the Kick-Off 
;HISL���OL�TH`�WSHJL�[OL�IHSS�PU�HU`�
LTW[`�ZX\HYL�VU�OPZ�OHSM�VM�[OL�ÄLSK�

Rolling on the Kick-Off Table

To determine what happens at kick-off, 
roll on the Kick-Off Table and resolve 
the effects immediately. These effects 
take place while the ball is still in the air 
after kick-off.

Determining bounce

Once the Kick-Off Table result has been 
resolved, the ball lands. If it lands in an 
LTW[`�ZX\HYL�PU�[OL�YLJLP]PUN�OHSM�VM�
[OL�ÄLSK��P[�PTTLKPH[LS`�IV\UJLZ�VUL�
ZX\HYL��YVSS��+��HUK�\ZL�[OL�ZJH[[LY�
[LTWSH[L�[V�KL[LYTPUL�KPYLJ[PVU���4V]L�
the ball appropriately.

If the ball lands in, or bounces into, 
H�ZX\HYL�VJJ\WPLK�I`�H�WSH`LY�VU�[OL�
receiving team, that player must try to 
JH[JO�P[��W�����

Kick-off

Scatter Diagram
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0M�`V\Y�TVKPÄLK�ZJVYL�LX\HSZ�VY�ILH[Z�
[OL�ZJVYL�YLX\PYLK��[OL�WSH`LY�JH[JOLZ�
[OL�IHSS!�WSHJL�[OL�IHSS�VU�[OL�TVKLS»Z�
IHZL��VY�PU�OPZ�ZX\HYL��[V�KLUV[L�[OPZ��
0M�P[�PZ�SLZZ�[OHU�[OL�ZJVYL�YLX\PYLK��[OL�
WSH`LY�KYVWZ�P[��W������I\[�ZLL�W����MVY�
[OL�Y\SL�VM�VUL�HUK�ZP_��

3PZ[�VM�*H[JOPUN�4VKPÄLYZ

��
for attempting to catch an 

accurate throw

��
if the player has Extra Long 

Arms

��
if the throw was accurate and 
the player has Diving Catch

¶� if the weather is pouring rain

¶�
per opposing tackle zone on 
[OL�WSH`LY»Z�ZX\HYL��\USLZZ�OL�

OHZ�5LY]LZ�VM�:[LLS

¶�
for each player with 

Disturbing Appearance within 
��ZX\HYLZ

A failed catch doesn’t necessarily cause 
a turnover, but a turnover will result if 
your team loses possession of the ball 
during your team turn, either because it 
JVTLZ�[V�YLZ[�PU�HU�LTW[`�ZX\HYL�VY�P[�PZ�
caught by an opposing player.

Catching the ball is not an action, so if 
the player who catches the ball hasn’t 
yet performed an action and it’s his team 

turn, he may do so as normal, either 
immediately or later in the team turn.

Completions

A pass which is accurate and is caught 
by a player on the same team in the 
[HYNL[�ZX\HYL�JV\U[Z�HZ�H�JVTWSL[PVU��
HUK�[OL�[OYV^LY�YLJLP]LZ���:[HY�7SH`LY�
7VPU[��W������(U�PUHJJ\YH[L�WHZZ�KVLZU»[�
count as a completion even if it is 
caught, nor does a pass which is caught 
PU�H�ZX\HYL�V[OLY�[OHU�[OL�PU[LUKLK�
[HYNL[�ZX\HYL�

Throwing a team-mate

If you have a player with the Throw 
;LHT�4H[L�ZRPSS��W������OL�JHU�[OYV^�
any other player on your team as long 
HZ�[OL�[OYV^U�WSH`LY�OHZ�[OL�9PNO[�:[\MM�
skill. A player can be thrown even if he’s 
holding the ball at the time.

To throw a team-mate, the throwing 
WSH`LY�T\Z[�[HRL�H�UVYTHS�7HZZ�HJ[PVU��
After the movement part of the action, 
the two players involved must be in 
HKQHJLU[�ZX\HYLZ��HUK�IV[O�T\Z[�IL�
standing.

The throw is then treated like a normal 
WHZZ��L_JLW[�[OH[!

 Z 3VUN�7HZZ�VY�3VUN�)VTI�YHUNLZ�HYL�
UV[�HSSV^LK"

 Z the thrown player may not be 
PU[LYJLW[LK"

 Z the throw is automatically inaccurate 
�W������TLHUPUN�[OH[�[OL�[OYV^U�
player will always scatter three times 
MYVT�[OL�[HYNL[�ZX\HYL�

Even though the throw is automatically 
inaccurate, you must still make the 
Agility roll for the throw to see whether 
it is fumbled, and apply the usual 
TVKPÄLYZ��0M�P[�PZ�M\TISLK��[OL�[OYV^U�
player lands back in his own starting 
ZX\HYL�

If the thrown player lands on top of 
another player, whether that player 
is standing or not, treat him as being 
knocked down, and roll for armour and 
PUQ\Y`�HZ�UVYTHS"�[OLU�ZJH[[LY�[OL�[OYV^U�
WSH`LY�VUL�TVYL�ZX\HYL��0M�[OPZ�ZLJVUK�
ZX\HYL�PZ�VJJ\WPLK��KV�UV[�YVSS�MVY�PUQ\Y`�
MVY�[OL�VJJ\WHU["�PUZ[LHK�ZJH[[LY�[OL�
[OYV^U�WSH`LY�VUL�M\Y[OLY�ZX\HYL��HUK�
continue to do so until he lands in an 
LTW[`�ZX\HYL���0U�[OPZ�^H �̀�[OL�[OYV^U�
player will never injure more than one 
player, even if he scatters across several 
VJJ\WPLK�ZX\HYLZ�ILMVYL�SHUKPUN��

0M�[OL�[OYV^U�WSH`LY�SHUKZ�VMM�[OL�ÄLSK��
he is beaten up by the crowd just as if 
OL�OHK�ILLU�W\ZOLK�VMM�[OL�ÄLSK��W�����

>OLU�[OL�[OYV^U�WSH`LY�OHZ�ÄUHSS`�
SHUKLK�PU�HU�LTW[`�ZX\HYL��L]LU�PM�
[OPZ�PZ�OPZ�Z[HY[PUN�ZX\HYL�ILJH\ZL�[OL�
[OYV^LY�M\TISLK�[OL�[OYV^���[OLU�[OL�
next step is to determine whether he 
manages to land on his feet. Make an 

A successful interception causes a 
[\YUV]LY��W�����HUK�LHYUZ���:[HY�7SH`LY�
7VPU[Z�MVY�[OL�PU[LYJLW[PUN�WSH`LY��W�����

Determining whether the throw is 
accurate

If there is no successful interception, 
you must then determine whether the 
throw is accurate. Look up the thrower’s 
Agility on the Agility Table, then roll 
�+��HUK�HWWS`�[OL�YLSL]HU[�TVKPÄLYZ�

3PZ[�VM�;OYV^PUN�4VKPÄLYZ

�� MVY�H[[LTW[PUN�H�8\PJR�7HZZ

0 MVY�H[[LTW[PUN�H�:OVY[�7HZZ

¶� MVY�H[[LTW[PUN�H�3VUN�7HZZ

–2 for attempting a Long Bomb

��
if the thrower has Accurate 
�VY�:[YVUN�(YT��MVY�HSS�YHUNLZ�

L_JLW[�8\PJR�7HZZ�

¶�

per opposing tackle zone on 
[OL�[OYV^LY»Z�ZX\HYL��\USLZZ�
the thrower has Nerves of 

:[LLS

¶� PM�[OL�[OYV^LY�OHZ�:[\U[`

¶�
for each player with Disturbing 
(WWLHYHUJL�^P[OPU���ZX\HYLZ

¶� PM�[OL�^LH[OLY�PZ�=LY`�:\UU`

0M�`V\Y�TVKPÄLK�ZJVYL�LX\HSZ�VY�
ILH[Z�[OL�ZJVYL�YLX\PYLK��[OL�[OYV^�
is accurate. If it is less than the score 
YLX\PYLK��[OL�[OYV^�PZ�PUHJJ\YH[L��I\[�
ZLL�W����MVY�[OL�Y\SL�VM�VUL�HUK�ZP_��

An inaccurate throw doesn’t necessarily 
cause a turnover, but a turnover will 
result if your team loses possession of 
the ball, either because it comes to rest 
PU�HU�LTW[`�ZX\HYL�VY�P[�PZ�JH\NO[�I`�HU�
opposing player.

Inaccurate throws

If a throw is inaccurate, the ball will 
actually land some distance away from 
[OL�[HYNL[�ZX\HYL��;V�KL[LYTPUL�^OLYL��
ÄYZ[�WSHJL�[OL�IHSS�PU�[OL�[HYNL[�ZX\HYL��
then use the scatter template and roll 
�+��[OYLL�[PTLZ��TV]PUN�[OL�IHSS�VUL�
ZX\HYL�PU�[OL�KPYLJ[PVU�PUKPJH[LK�I`�
LHJO�YVSS�PU�[\YU��;OL�ÄUHS�ZX\HYL�PZ�
where the ball actually lands. If there is 
H�WSH`LY�MYVT�LP[OLY�[LHT�PU�[OH[�ZX\HYL��
the player must try to catch the ball as 
HIV]L��0M�[OL�ZX\HYL�PZ�LTW[`�VY�JVU[HPUZ�
a prone or stunned player, the ball will 
IV\UJL�VUJL��W�����

0M�[OL�IHSS�TV]LZ�VMM�[OL�ÄLSK�H[�HU`�
point during scatter, it will be thrown in 
I`�[OL�JYV^K��W�����

Note that the ball isn’t considered 
to have landed in either of the two 
PU[LY]LUPUN�ZX\HYLZ�K\YPUN�[OL�ZJH[[LY��
so it can’t be caught by players in those 

ZX\HYLZ��UVY�JHU�P[�IL�PU[LYJLW[LK�H[�[OPZ�
point.

Note also that, if you throw a lucky 
ZLX\LUJL�VM�U\TILYZ�VU�[OL�+���P[»Z�
possible for the ball to end up back 
PU�[OL�VYPNPUHS�[HYNL[�ZX\HYL��PU�^OPJO�
case the original target player may try 
to catch it anyway. The only difference 
is that it will no longer count as an 
HJJ\YH[L�[OYV �̂�HUK�ZV�[OL����TVKPÄLY�
for attempting to catch an accurate 
throw won’t apply.

Fumbling a throw

0M�`V\�YVSS�H�UH[\YHS����VY�PM�`V\�ZJVYL���
VY�SLZZ�HM[LY�TVKPÄJH[PVU��[OLU�UV[�VUS`�
is the throw a failure but the throwing 
player also drops the ball in his own 
ZX\HYL�YH[OLY�[OHU�HJ[\HSS`�[OYV^PUN�P[��
HUK�P[�^PSS�[OLU�IV\UJL�VUJL��W������;OPZ�
is called a ‘fumble’, and always causes a 
turnover, even if a player from your own 
team catches the ball.

Catching the ball

0M�[OL�IHSS�SHUKZ�PU�H�ZX\HYL�VJJ\WPLK�
by a standing player from either team, 
[OH[�WSH`LY�T\Z[�[Y`�[V�JH[JO�P[��7YVUL�VY�
stunned players may not catch the ball.

To determine whether a player catches 
the ball, look up his Agility on the 
(NPSP[`�;HISL��[OLU�YVSS��+��HUK�HWWS`�
[OL�YLSL]HU[�TVKPÄLYZ�MYVT�[OL�3PZ[�VM�
*H[JOPUN�4VKPÄLYZ�

Agility Table

Player’s AG �� 2 3 4 5 6+

;HYNL[�VU��+� 6+ �� 4+ 3+ 2+ ��Player actions



List of skills

players from his own team are not 
allowed to try to block him.

A failed Take Root roll may be re-rolled 
as normal.

;LU[HJSLZ��4\[H[PVU�

The player may use this skill when any 
opposing player attempts to dodge or 
leap out of his tackle zone. Roll 2D6, 
Z\I[YHJ[Z�[OL�;LU[HJSLZ�WSH`LY»Z�:;�HUK�
HKKZ�OPZ�VWWVULU[»Z�:;��0M�[OL�YLZ\S[�PZ���
or less, the opposing player is trapped, 
his dodge or leap is cancelled and his 
action ends immediately.

If a player attempts to leave the tackle 
zone of several Tentacles players, only 
one may attempt to trap him. If the 
Tentacles player loses his tackle zones 
(e.g. through Bone-Head or Really 
:[\WPK���OL�TH`�UV[�\ZL�;LU[HJSLZ�

You may not re-roll a Tentacles roll 
�L_JLW[�\ZPUN�7YV���ZPUJL�P[�[HRLZ�WSHJL�
in your opponent’s turn.

;OPJR�:R\SS��:[YLUN[O�

0M�[OPZ�WSH`LY�PZ�PUQ\YLK�HUK���PZ�YVSSLK�VU�
the Injury Table, treat this as ‘stunned’ 
instead of ‘knocked out’. This skill may 
be used even if the player is already 
prone or stunned.

Throw Team-Mate 
�,_[YHVYKPUHY`�

This player may throw a team-mate who 
OHZ�9PNO[�:[\MM��MVSSV^PUN�[OL�Y\SLZ�NP]LU�
VU�W����

;P[JO`��,_[YHVYKPUHY`�

;OPZ�WSH`LY�NHPUZ�H����TVKPÄLY�[V�HSS�
dodge rolls, but his tackle zones never 
YLX\PYL�VWWVZPUN�WSH`LYZ�[V�TVKPM`�[OLPY�
V^U�KVKNL�YVSSZ�I`�¶��

;̂ V�/LHKZ��4\[H[PVU�

(KK����[V�HSS�KVKNL�YVSSZ�[OPZ�WSH`LY�
makes.

=LY`�3VUN�3LNZ��4\[H[PVU�

;OPZ�WSH`LY�TH`�HKK����[V�[OL�(NPSP[`�
roll whenever he attempts to intercept 
the ball or use the Leap skill. This player 
can also attempt an interception even if 
[OL�[OYV^LY�\ZLZ�[OL�:HML�;OYV^�ZRPSS�

>PSK�(UPTHS��,_[YHVYKPUHY`�

When this player declares an action, 
YVSS��+���HKKPUN����[V�[OL�YVSS�PM�
taking a Block or Blitz action. If your 
TVKPÄLK�ZJVYL�PZ�����[OL�HJ[PVU�NVLZ�
ahead as normal. If it is 3 or less, the 

player’s action is wasted and he may not 
perform another in the same team turn.

If a Wild Animal declares an action 
which is limited to one player per team 
[\YU��)SP[a��7HZZ��L[J���HUK�[OLU�MHPSZ�P[��
this still counts as using the action for 
the team turn.

A Wild Animal roll may be re-rolled as 
normal.

>YLZ[SL��.LULYHS�

If this player blocks another player or 
is blocked, and the ‘both down’ result 
is applied, and this skill is used, then 
both players are placed prone instead of 
being knocked down. Do not make any 
armour or injury rolls.

This ends the Wrestle player’s action, 
even if he was performing a Blitz action, 
but it does not cause a turnover unless 
the player whose team turn it is drops 
the ball and it is not caught by another 
player on the same team.

back’ or ‘defender stumbles’ result, he 
forces the defender to drop the ball in 
[OL�ZX\HYL�[OH[�OL�PZ�W\ZOLK�[V��VY�PU�OPZ�
V^U�ZX\HYL�PM�OL�PZ�UV[�W\ZOLK�MVY�ZVTL�
YLHZVU���L]LU�PM�OL�PZ�UV[�RUVJRLK�KV^U��
The ball will then bounce as normal. 
This does not cause a turnover unless 
the player who dropped the ball is on 
the team whose team turn it is, and no 
other player from the same team catches 
the ball before it comes to rest.

If a player is pushed back into the end 
zone but drops the ball in this way, he 
does not score a touchdown (because 
a player must be standing in the end 
zone holding the ball in order to score a 
[V\JOKV^U��

This skill has no effect against a player 
^P[O�:\YL�/HUKZ�

:[YVUN�(YT��:[YLUN[O�

When this player throws the ball or 
H�IVTI��I\[�UV[�H�[LHT�TH[L���OL�
TVKPÄLZ�[OL�(NPSP[`�YVSS�I`�����L_JLW[�
MVY�8\PJR�7HZZ�YHUNLZ�

:[\U[`��,_[YHVYKPUHY`�

This player may ignore any opposing 
[HJRSL�aVULZ�VU�[OL�ZX\HYL�OL�PZ�TV]PUN�
to when he makes a dodge roll. This 
ability does not apply if the player has 
[OL�:LJYL[�>LHWVU�ZRPSS�

(SZV��[OL�:[\U[`�WSH`LY�T\Z[�TVKPM`�[OL�
YVSS�I`�¶��^OLU�H[[LTW[PUN�H�[OYV �̂

Additionally, when this player is injured 
�L]LU�I`�[OL�JYV^K���`V\�T\Z[�\ZL�[OL�
:[\U[`�0UQ\Y`�;HISL�PUZ[LHK�VM�[OL�UVYTHS�
VUL!

Stunty Injury Table

2D6 Result

2-6 :[\UULK

��� Knocked out

9 Badly hurt

����� Casualty

:\YL�-LL[��(NPSP[`�

Once per team turn, this player may re-
roll the D6 if he is knocked down when 
trying to ‘go for it’ (even when using 
:WYPU[��

:\YL�/HUKZ��.LULYHS�

This player is allowed to re-roll the 
Agility roll if he fails to pick up the ball. 
0U�HKKP[PVU��[OL�:[YPW�)HSS�ZRPSS�^PSS�UV[�
work against this player.

;HJRSL��.LULYHS�

Opposing players in this player’s tackle 
zone are not allowed to use their Dodge 
skill if they attempt to dodge out of the 

player’s tackle zone, nor may they use 
their Dodge skill if the player throws a 
block at them.

Tackle and Diving Tackle may be 
combined.

;HRL�9VV[��,_[YHVYKPUHY`�

Immediately after declaring an action 
MVY�[OPZ�WSH`LY��`V\�T\Z[�YVSS��+�!

 Z If you roll 2+, the player may take his 
action as normal.

 Z 0M�`V\�YVSS����[OL�WSH`LY�[HRLZ�YVV[�
and his MA is reduced to 0 until the 
drive ends or he is knocked down or 
placed prone. If the player is prone 
when you fail the Take Root roll, and 
you had declared an action which 
would allow him to stand up, then 
he may stand up (or attempt to stand 
\W��PM�OPZ�4(�PZ�SLZZ�[OHU����ILMVYL�
[HRPUN�YVV["�I\[�PM�[OPZ�HJ[PVU�^HZ�H�
Blitz, he may not go on to perform 
the intended block as part of the 
Blitz.

A player who has taken root may not 
blitz, follow up, ‘go for it’, be pushed 
back for any reason, or use any skill 
that would allow him to move out of 
OPZ�J\YYLU[�ZX\HYL�VY�IL�WSHJLK�WYVUL�
deliberately. He may, however, continue 
to take other actions (including on the 
team turn he took root, if he declared 
H�)SVJR�VY�JVTWV\UK�HJ[PVU���HUK�OL�
does not lose his tackle zones. Other 
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In Blood Bowl, not all teams 

are equal. Experienced 

coaches often refer to three 

tiers, with Tier 1 containing 

the best-performing teams 

and Tier 3 containing the 

worst.

However, there is no widespread 
agreement over which exactly team 
belongs in which tier. Also, the relative 
performances of teams change over 
the course of a league. For instance, 
Amazons are excellent in early matches 
because of their strong starting skillset 
and easy development, but become less 
competitive towards the end of a longer 
league as other, carefully-developed 
teams gain an edge.

The list on the right shows one way to 
group teams according to their statistical 
win ratios at the midpoint of a medium-
length league, with developed team 
]HS\L�HYV\UK�����������NVSK�WPLJLZ�HUK�
HZZ\TPUN�LX\HSS`�ZRPSSLK�JVHJOLZ�

Beginners’ teams

Regardless of tiers, some teams are 
easier than others for coaches who 
are learning the game because they 
have relatively straightforward skillsets 
and are fairly forgiving of beginners’ 
mistakes.

;OL�ILZ[�[LHTZ�MVY�ILNPUULYZ�PUJS\KL!

 Z (THaVUZ� � � ��

 Z Dark Elves   69

 Z +^HYMZ� � � ��

 Z /\THUZ� � � ��

 Z 6YJZ� � � ��

Tier 1
 Z (THaVUZ� � � ��

 Z Dark Elves   69

 Z +^HYMZ� � � ��

 Z /\THUZ� � � ��

 Z 2OLTYP� � � ��

 Z 3PaHYKTLU�� � ��

 Z 5VYZL� � � � 

 Z 6YJZ� � � ��

 Z :RH]LU� � � ��

 Z <UKLHK� � � ��

 Z >VVK�,S]LZ� � ��

Tier 2
 Z Chaos   66

 Z *OHVZ�+^HYMZ� � ��

 Z *OHVZ�7HJ[� � ��

 Z ,S]LZ��º7YV»�,S]LZ��� ��

 Z /PNO�,S]LZ�� � ��

 Z 5LJYVTHU[PJ� � ��

 Z 5\YNSL� � � ��

 Z :SHUU� � � ��

 Z <UKLY^VYSK� � ��

Tier 3
 Z .VISPUZ� � � ��

 Z /HSÅPUNZ� � � ��

 Z 6NYLZ� � � ��

 Z =HTWPYLZ� � � ��

Team lists

Amazons team list

Players

Max Position
Cost 
�NWZ�

MA ST AG AV Starting skills
‘Normal’ 

skills
‘Double’ 

skills

�� Linewoman ������ 6 3 3 � Dodge General
(NPSP[ �̀�:[YLUN[O��

7HZZPUN

2 Thrower ������ 6 3 3 � +VKNL��7HZZ
General, 
7HZZPUN

(NPSP[ �̀�:[YLUN[O

2 Catcher ������ 6 3 3 � Dodge, Catch
General, 
Agility

7HZZPUN��
:[YLUN[O

4 Blitzer 90,000 6 3 3 � Dodge, Block
General, 
:[YLUN[O

(NPSP[ �̀�7HZZPUN

Team re-rolls

Max
Cost to rookie 
[LHTZ��NWZ�

Cost to existing teams 
�NWZ�

� ������ �������

Fan factor

Max
Cost to rookie 
[LHTZ��NWZ�

Cost to existing 
[LHTZ��NWZ�

9 ������ Not available

Coaching staff

Max Position *VZ[��NWZ�

� Apothecary ������

� Cheerleader ������

� Assistant coach ������

If your league’s house rules allow it, you may use 
petty cash and inducement money to hire the 
MVSSV^PUN�:[HY�7SH`LYZ��W� ���ILMVYL�[OL�TH[JO!

 Z /LST\[�>\SM� � ��������NWZ

 Z >PSSV^�9VZLIHYR�� ��������NWZ

 Z 9V_HUUH�+HYRUHPS� ��������NWZ�

 Z AHYH�[OL�:SH`LY� � ��������NWZ

 Z Bertha Bigfoot  290,000 gps

 Z Morg ’n’ Thorg  430,000 gps

Instant team roster

 Z 6 Linewomen

 Z ��;OYV^LY

 Z ��*H[JOLY

 Z 4 Blitzers

 Z 3 team re-rolls

 Z ��(WV[OLJHY`
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Glossary and index

inducement money .............................................9
Free gold pieces awarded to a team at the start of 
a league match if it has a lower team value than 
the opposing team. Inducement money can be 
spent on buying inducements for the match.

inducement shopping list ..................................90
A list of available inducements for coaches to 
purchase.

injury ................................................................28
An effect, sometimes resulting from a player 
being knocked down, which may temporarily or 
permanently incapacitate the player. The precise 
effects of each injury are determined by rolling 
on the Injury Table.

Injury Table .......................................................29

instant team roster ..............................................7
A recommended set of players and other assets 
pre-chosen from a particular team list, allowing 
you to start a match X\PJRS`�^P[OV\[�OH]PUN�[V�
hire a team from scratch.

interception ......................................................23
A play intended to take possession of the ball 
from the opposing team by intercepting a pass 
intended for another player.

Journeyman .......................................................46
A free player added to a team roster in the event 
that the team OHZ�ML^LY�[OHU�LSL]LU�Ä[�WSH`LYZ�
before a match begins.

Juggernaut��ZRPSS� ...............................................57

Jump Up��ZRPSS� ..................................................57

key match .........................................................49
An important match in a league or tournament. 
:WLJPHS�house rules may apply to key matches.

Khemri��[LHT�SPZ[� ..............................................76

Kick��ZRPSS� ..........................................................57

kicking team ......................................................10
The team chosen to kick the ball to the opposing 
team at kick-off.

kick-off ..............................................................12
A process that takes place at the start of each 
drive, by which one team kicks the ball into the 
other team’s half. Various random events can 
happen at kick-off, as determined by rolling on 
the Kick-Off Table.

Kick-Off Return��ZRPSS� ........................................57

Kick-Off Table ...................................................13

knocked down ...................................................28
An incident represented by playing a player 
model prone. A player can be knocked down as 
the result of a block, a dodge, or in many other 
circumstances. When a player is knocked down, 
injury may sometimes result.

knocked out ......................................................29
A result on the Injury Table which causes the 
player to be removed from the ÄLSK and placed 
in the dugout. Knocked out players may return 
later in the match.

league
An organised structure in which many different 
coaches play multiple league matches against 
each other, usually preserving and developing 
their teams after each match, and recording 
match results for wider comparison.

league match .......................................................6
A match that takes place in the context of a 
wider league. Coaches either bring their existing 
teams to the table, or they hire new teams before 
the match begins.

Leader��ZRPSS� ......................................................57

Leap��ZRPSS� .........................................................57

Legend �SL]LS� ....................................................40
The seventh level of development for a player.

level ..................................................................40
A measure of the degree of development of a 
player. There are seven levels. New players start 
at Rookie level.

lightning bolt .....................................................91

A spell available to a Wizard.

line of scrimmage ..............................................11
The seven squares between the two wide zones 
on each side of the ÄLSK’s halfway line.

Lizardmen��[LHT�SPZ[� .........................................77

Loner��ZRPSS� .......................................................58

Long Bomb ........................................................23
One of four possible ranges for a throw.

Long Pass ...........................................................23
One of four possible ranges for a throw.

MA ............................... see Movement Allowance

Magic Items �ZWLJPHS�WSH`�JHYKZ�KLJR� ................96

Master Chef��PUK\JLTLU[� .................................90

match ..................................................................6
A competitive football event in which two teams 
each try to win by scoring more touchdowns 
than the other. The term ‘match’ refers to the 
�MHU[HZ`��L]LU[�[OH[�[HRLZ�WSHJL�PU�[OL�^VYSK�VM�
Blood Bowl. These are simulated in the real 
world by the tabletop game of Blood Bowl.

Mercenary��PUK\JLTLU[� ...................................90

Mighty Blow��ZRPSS� ............................................58

Miscellaneous Mayhem 
�ZWLJPHS�WSH`�JHYKZ�KLJR� ...............................99

money ...........................................see gold pieces

Most Valuable Player .........................................44
(U�H^HYK��^VY[O���Star Player Points, randomly 
allocated to one player on each team after the 
match�ÄUPZOLZ�

Move action ......................................................18
One of the six actions available to a player in 
his team turn. Taking a Move action allows the 
player to move across the ÄLSK.

Movement Allowance �4(� ...............................18
A characteristic which describes how fast a 
player can run. Broadly speaking, when a player 
performs a Move action, he can move up to one 
square for each point of Movement Allowance.

Multiple Block��ZRPSS� .........................................58

MVP ...............................see Most Valuable Player

natural ..............................................................35
(�KPL�YVSS�PU�P[Z�\UTVKPÄLK�Z[H[L��P�L��[OL�U\TILY�
HJ[\HSS`�ZOV^U�VU�[OL�KPL��ILMVYL�HU`�TVKPÄLYZ�
HYL�HWWSPLK��

Necromancer ....................................................39
A member of coaching staff available from 
some team lists. In the right circumstances, 
Necromancers allow a coach to resurrect a killed 
opposing player.

Necromantic��[LHT�SPZ[� .....................................78

Nerves of Steel��ZRPSS� .........................................58

Experienced��SL]LS� ............................................40
The second level of development for a player.

Extra Arms��ZRPSS� ...............................................55

extra square ................................ see ‘going for it’

Extra Training Session��PUK\JLTLU[� ..................90

FAME ...................................................................9
-HU�(K]HU[HNL�4VKPÄLY��(�U\TILY�IL[^LLU���
and +2 which is generated at the start of a match 
for each team. It represents the degree of the 
team’s advantage over its opponent due to the 
number of fans in attendance, which in turn will 
PUÅ\LUJL�[OL�[LHT»Z�winnings and the likelihood 
of success in various Kick-Off Table events.

fan factor ............................................................7
A number which represents how popular a team 
is with the public. The higher a team’s fan factor, 
the more likely they are to have an advantage in 
the form of a positive FAME.

Fan Favourite��ZRPSS�............................................55

fans ...................................... see FAME, fan factor

Fend��ZRPSS� .........................................................55

ÄLSK ...................................................................11
The area where a match�PZ�WSH`LK��;OL�ÄLSK�
is represented in the Blood Bowl game by the 
game board.

ÄYLIHSS ..............................................................91
A spell available to a Wizard.

follow-up move .................................................21
A special free move made by a player who has 
just pushed back an opposing player in a block.

Foul action ........................................................26
One of the six actions available to a player in his 
team turn. Taking a Foul action allows the player 
to both move and attempt to injure a player who 
is prone or stunned.

Foul Appearance��ZRPSS� ......................................55

four-minute rule ................................................16
A rule which limits the length of a team turn to 
four minutes.

Frenzy��ZRPSS� ......................................................55

fumble ...............................................................24
An attempted throw which results in the 
throwing player dropping the ball in his own 
square.

gate ........................................................see FAME

game
A competitive event in which two coaches 
simulate a Blood Bowl match on their tabletop. 
The term ‘game’ refers to the real-world event 
in which a board is laid out, models are moved 
around and dice are rolled in accordance with 
the rules described in this book.

get the ref! ........................................................13
A Kick-Off Table result.

Goblins��[LHT�SPZ[� .............................................72

gold pieces ..........................................................6
The currency used in Blood Bowl to hire players, 
buy team re-rolls and many other things. Each 
coaches is allocated a starting budget to hire a 
rookie team, and thereafter must keep a record 
VM�[OL�X\HU[P[`�VM�gold pieces in his team’s 
treasury.

‘going for it’ ......................................................19
An attempt by a player to move one or two 
squares further than his Movement Allowance 
would normally allow.

Good Karma �ZWLJPHS�WSH`�JHYKZ�KLJR� .............100

Grab��ZRPSS� ........................................................56

Guard �ZRPSS� ......................................................56

Hail Mary Pass��ZRPSS� .........................................56

half �ÄLSK� ..........................................................11
An area of the ÄLSK�where one of the two teams 
sets up at the start of each drive.

half �NHTL�ZLX\LUJL� .........................................16
A period of play, consisting of eight complete 
turns, which forms half of the total length of the 
match.

/HSÅPUNZ��[LHT�SPZ[� ............................................73

Hand-Off action ................................................26
One of the six actions available to a player in his 
team turn. Taking a Hand-Off action allows the 
player with the ball to both move and give the 
ball to an adjacent player.

head coach
The manager of a team. Head coaches are not 
directly represented in the game, except in the 
WLYZVU�VM�[OL��YLHS�SPML��coaches who play the 
game.

High Elves��[LHT�SPZ[� .........................................74

high kick ...........................................................13
A Kick-Off Table result.

hiring ..................................................................6
The process by which a coach spends gold 
pieces�[V�HJX\PYL�VY�PTWYV]L�OPZ�[LHT��MVY�
instance, by adding players and coaching staff 
to his team roster���;OPZ�[HRLZ�WSHJL�IV[O�ILMVYL�
H�[LHT»Z�]LY`�ÄYZ[�match, and as part of the post-
match sequence.

Horns��ZRPSS� .......................................................56

house rule .........................................................48
An optional rule added to the game by some 
players.

Humans��[LHT�SPZ[� .............................................75

Hypnotic Gaze��ZRPSS� .........................................57

Igor��PUK\JLTLU[� ..............................................90

illegal procedure ...............................................14
Failing to move your turn counter before starting 
your team turn. If your opponent calls you for 
illegal procedure, you must lose a team re-roll or 
suffer a turnover.

improvement .....................................................40
A new skill or characteristic increase earned by 
a player when his level increases.

improvement roll ..............................................40
A roll on the Improvement Table.

Improvement Table ...........................................41

inaccurate .........................................................24
A throw which does not land in the target 
square.

inducement .......................................................90
(�[LTWVYHY`�ILULÄ[�W\YJOHZLK�I`�H�[LHT�
for the duration of a league match. Available 
inducements are listed on the inducement 
shopping list.
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